Ed/ing adjectives

Use ed/ing adjectives to write sentences about the pictures. Adjectives to use: relaxed/ing, bored/ing, confused/ing, annoyed/ing, disappointed/ing, excited/ing, disgusted/ing, frightened/ing, tired/ing, shocked/ing, embarrassed/ing.

1. She is really confused by complicated recipes.
   or
   Following recipe instructions can be really confusing.
   or
   She finds cooking with many ingredients really confusing.

2. ____________________________________________
   ____________________________________________
   ____________________________________________

3. ____________________________________________
   ____________________________________________
   ____________________________________________

4. ____________________________________________
   ____________________________________________
   ____________________________________________

5. ____________________________________________
   ____________________________________________
   ____________________________________________

6. ____________________________________________
   ____________________________________________
   ____________________________________________

7. ____________________________________________
   ____________________________________________
   ____________________________________________

8. ____________________________________________
   ____________________________________________
   ____________________________________________

9. ____________________________________________
   ____________________________________________
   ____________________________________________

10. __________________________________________
    _________________________________________
    _________________________________________
2. He is shocked and frightened by the arrival of a spaceship.

3. This guy follows her everywhere. She is really annoyed.

4. The fans are really excited when they see their exciting guitar hero.

5. It’s so embarrassing when you get to the cashier and you have no money.

6. This food is really disgusting.

7. She was shocked when she lost her job.

8. Using the computer is really confusing for many older people.

9. He was shocked by his bills.

10. She is confused about what to do in the future.